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Question: 1

What are three effects of running a build clean server command? [Select 3]

A. All database tables are dropped and rebuilt
B. All generated artifacts are deleted
C. All code table files are recompiled
D. All application navigation files are checked and loaded
E. All client pages that have changed since the last build are regenerated
F. All generated and handcrafted code is compiled

Answer: B, C, F

Question: 2

Which two of the following statements about Façade and Process classes are true? [Select 2]

A. Façade classes may only have public methods, whereas Process classes can also have protected
methods
B. Façade classes have methods that can be invoked by the client application, whereas Process
classes do not
C. A Process class can be configured as visible to the client application if the SetClientVisible property
is set to true
D. The same operation stereotypes can be used in Façade and Process classes
E. Façade classes form part of the Service Layer

Answer: B, D

Question: 3

If a model contains a process class MyProcess, which two of the following class signatures are
correct? [Select 2]

A. curam.impl.MyProcess implements curam.intf.MyProcess
B. curam.impl.MyProcess implements curam.base.MyProcess
C. curam.impl.MyProcess extends curam.base.MyProcess
D. curam.base.MyProcess extends curam.intf.MyProcess
E. curam.base.MyProcess implements curam.intf.MyProcess

Answer: C, E

Question: 4
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Which of the following is a complete description of the process involved in creating a valid index in
Cúram?

A. Create a new Index class containing the index attributes and add a named association between
this class and the target Entity class
B. Create a new Struct class containing the index attributes and add a named association with
stereotype index between it and the target entity class
C. Create a new Entity class with an attribute of stereotype index and add an association with
stereotype index between it and the target Entity class
D. Create a new Association class with an attribute of stereotype index and add an association
between it and the target Entity class

Answer: B

Question: 5

Which three of the following entity stereotypes require the user to specify input parameters when
modeling? [Select 3]

A. nkread
B. nkmodify
C. nkreadmulti
D. nsinsert
E. nsremove
F. readmulti

Answer: D, E, F

Question: 6

Which two of the following are valid options for model-specified validations? [Select 2]

A. Maximum_Value
B. Maximum_Chars
C. Minimum_Size
D. Starts_With
E. Ends_With

Answer: A, C
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